The Manor - Delhi, India

The Manor Hotel At Delhi

First Class Boutique Hotel
Recommended
About The Manor Hotel
The Manor was originally developed as a small country hotel in the 1950s, in Friends Colony, in
what was once the outskirts of Delhi. Today, it is an oasis in the centre of this sprawling bustling
city. The 2-storey, 16-room boutique hotel is set in landscaped gardens and has been completely
redesigned as a contemporary luxury hotel.
The Manor's emphasis on quality, understated elegance and comfort is apparent in public areas
contrasting cool Italian mosaic flooring with warm, rich wood panelling. Combined with service
that is friendly and efficient, the Manor is the perfect retreat.

Bedroom At The Manor

Onyx Bar And Terrace

Rooms
High ceilings give the Suites a spacious feel. All are individually decorated in caramel and beige
hues. A combined sitting area and bedroom features a king-size bed, sofa, chairs, and large
writing table. Some suites have a small private terrace. Rooms are smaller with a queen-size bed
and writing table.
The Manor Suite is located on the upper floor of the hotel and opens onto its own sitting room.
There is a separate bedroom, dressing room and bathroom and also a small outdoor terrace that
provides a garden outlook. All accommodations have en suit bathrooms finished in deep emerald
green granite with a separate bathtub and shower room.

Fine Dining
Upstairs, the open-air Roof Terrace, fitted with cushions for lounging, offers an ideal setting for
the midday snack or pre-dinner cocktail.
The clean modern design of the Onyx Bar, with its spectacular Onyx counter, warm wood
panelling and cool mosaic floor, reflects the careful use of rich, local, natural material.
Indian Accent, the restaurant, offers traditional Indian food as well as contemporary
Mediterranean cuisine with fresh ingredients prepared simply and presented elegantly.
The hotel chefs have developed modern Indian dishes, and for those who would like something
more simple, a superb Mediterranean menu is also available.

Exterior Of The Manor

Dining Room Of The Manor

Facilities
One side of the restaurant consists of picture windows overlooking the hotel's 1.5 acres,
beautifully manicured croquet lawn. Doors open from the restaurant onto a veranda, where one
can enjoy the tranquil landscaped garden.
The Manor is pleased to offer yoga and rejuvenation Massages. Included is yoga for specific
ailments like hypertension, backaches, spondylosis, arthritis and diabetes by highly trained yoga
masters. For those looking for peace of mind and tranquility there are lessons in meditation.
The hotel also offers guests Ayurvedic rejuvenation massages with special herbs oils made from
centuries old formulate designed not only to keep one young but to make one look and feel years
younger.

Garden At The Manor

Terrace At The Manor
Hotel Website: http://www.themanordelhi.com
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